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Second Language Learning-Betty Wallace Robinett 1983
Questions and answers on contrastive analysis & error analysis-Muḥammad Z̤iyāʾ Ḥusaynī 2006
Contrastive Analysis and Error Analysis-Mohammad Hossein Keshavarz 1993
Contrastive Analysis and Error Analysis in Respect of Their Treatment of the Avoidance PhenomenonElena Gluth 2008-03 Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject English Language and Literature
Studies - Linguistics, grade: 1,5, Free University of Berlin, 22 entries in the bibliography, language:
English, abstract: Introduction There exist two different approaches for the identification of possible
learning problems in the second language acquisition: contrastive analysis and error analysis. A number of
proponents of an error analysis approach claim that contrastive analysis cannot serve as an adequate tool
for identifying the areas of difficulty for learners of a second language. But on the other hand, it has been
noticed that error analysis is not able to explain the avoidance phenomenon, since error analysis registers
only the errors done by learners of a second language (Schachter 1974). Avoidance behaviour represents
a communicative strategy of a learner of a second language by which the learner prefers using a simpler
form instead of the target linguistic element for the reason of difficulty on the part of the target feature.
Consequently, avoidance behaviour serves as a manifestation of learning problems, and its results should
be definitely considered when compiling language syllabi and tests (Laufer and Eliasson 1993). And since
error analysis does not consider and is not able to explain the avoidance phenomenon, it cannot be
observed as an adequate approach for assisting teachers of a second language with learning materials. In
this paper, we set a goal to compare contrastive analysis with the error analysis approach in respect of
their treatment of avoidance behaviour. We will consider several researches on avoidance behaviour and
will show that contrastive analysis does predict the avoidance phenomenon in most cases and, therefore,
gives a complete description of the areas of difficulty for learners of a second language. We suppose that
we can come across the cases in which the avoidance phenomenon would not manifest itself although it
has been predicted by contr
Errors in Language Learning and Use-Carl James 2013-12-02 Errors in Language Learning and Use is an
up-to-date introduction and guide to the study of errors in language, and is also a critical survey of
previous work. Error Analysis occupies a central position within Applied Linguistics, and seeks to clarify
questions such as `Does correctness matter?', `Is it more important to speak fluently and write
imaginatively or to communicate one's message?' Carl James provides a scholarly and well-illustrated
theoretical and historical background to the field of Error Analysis. The reader is led from definitions of
error and related concepts, to categorization of types of linguistic deviance, discussion of error gravities,
the utility of teacher correction and towards writing learner profiles. Throughout, the text is guided by
considerable practical experience in language education in a range of classroom contexts worldwide.
Contrastive Analysis vs. Error Analysis in Respect of their Treatment of the Avoidance Phenomenon-Elena
Gluth 2020-04-06 Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject English Language and Literature
Studies - Linguistics, grade: 1,5, Free University of Berlin (Institut für Englische Philologie), language:
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English, abstract: This research paper compares contrastive analysis with the error analysis approach in
respect of their treatment of avoidance behaviour. It considers several researches on avoidance behaviour
and shows that contrastive analysis predicts the avoidance phenomenon in most cases and, therefore,
gives a complete description of the areas of difficulty for learners of a second language.
A Non-contrastive Approach to Error Analysis-Jack C. Richards 1970
Error Analysis-Bernd Spillner 1991 Errors are information. In contrastive linguistics, they are thought to
be caused by unconscious transfer of mother tongue structures to the system of the target language and
give information about both systems. In the interlanguage hypothesis of second language acquisition,
errors are indicative of the different intermediate learning levels and are useful pedagogical feedback. In
both cases error analysis is an essential methodological tool for diagnosis and evaluation of the language
acquisition process. Errors, too, give information in psychoanalysis (e.g., the Freudian slip), in language
universal research, and in other fields of linguistics, such as linguistic change.This bibliography is
intended to stimulate study into cross-language, cross-discipline and cross-theoretical, as well as for
language universal, use of the numerous, but sometimes hard to come by, error analysis studies. 5398
titles covering the period 1578 up to 1990 (with work in more than 144 languages and language families)
are cited, cross-referenced, and described. The subject areas covered are numerous. For example:
Theoretical Linguistics (Linguistic Typology, Cognitive Linguistics), Historical Linguistics (Language
Change), Applied Linguistics (e.g. Speech Disorders), Translation, Mother Tongue Acquisition, Foreign
Language Learning (Negative Transfer, Intralingual and Interlingual Errors), Psychoanalysis (Slips of the
Tongue), Typography, Shorthand, Clinical Linguistics and Speech Pathology, Reading Research, Automatic
Error Detection, Contact Linguistics (Code-switching, Interference), etc.
Error Analysis-Jack C. Richards 2015-12-14 The eleven essays in this book cover a wide range of topics
from the role of 'interlanguage' and the influence of external factors on the process of language learning,
to the development of syntax and the methodology of error analysis. Collectively they provide a valuable
perspective on the learning process, which both enriches our theoretical understanding of the processes
underlying second language acquisition and suggests ways in which teaching practice may best exploit a
learner's skills.
A Contrastive Analysis of Persian & English and Error Analysis-Muḥammad Z̤iyāʼ Ḥusaynī 2004
Studies in contrastive linguistics and error analysis. 3. Practical applications-Dietrich Nehls 1979
Error Analysis, Contrastive Linguistics, and Second Language Learning-Gerhard Nickel 1982
An Introduction to the Concept of Error Analysis-Robert Wetzorke 2010-01-08 Seminar paper from the
year 2005 in the subject English - Pedagogy, Didactics, Literature Studies, grade: 1,3, Technical
University of Braunschweig (Englisches Seminar), language: English, abstract: Foreign Language
Pedagogy (FLP), in general, aims to convey to teachers the essential information about the role of the
learner and the teacher in the process of language learning, and also provides them with theoretical,
didactic methods and practical means for the foreign language classroom (FLC). We can even go a step
further by claiming that the mission of FLP is to research for and establish the supreme way of a teaching
a foreign language (FL) to the learners. However, within this field of research it becomes quite obvious
that the learners take in a rather passive role and do not contribute very much to new research data and,
hence, new approaches towards foreign language teaching (FLT). This thesis can be held true, to give just
one example, when we consider the various teaching methods for the FLC. Although the role of the
learner is taken into account in each method, the learners are fairly more than “testing objects” of
teaching models hypothesized by didactic scientists. On the other hand, one must admit that in
correspondence with the recent emergence and establishment of the communicative approach (CA), the
learners preferences and demands have been taken far more into consideration and their linguistic and
communicative performance serve as source for methodological research input and constructive, teacher
strategies-oriented as well as learner strategies-oriented output offered by science. Recently, and
paradoxically enough, it can be perceived intensive discussion concerning the question how to deal best
with errors produced by learners. More precisely, there has been a shift from the formerly applied
“Contrastive Analysis” (CAH) toward the occupation with “Error Analysis” (EA). (...)
Error Analysis, Contrastive Analysis and Cohesive Writing-Regina Gwendoline Kgafela 1996
An Introduction to Second Language Acquisition Research-Diane Larsen-Freeman 2014-09-25
Understanding how people learn and fail to learn second and foreign languages is increasingly recognised
as a critical social and psycholinguistic issue. Second languages are vitally important to diverse groups of
people, ranging from refugees to college students facing foreign language requirements. This book
provides a synthesis of empirical findings on second and foreign language learning by children and adults,
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emphasising the design and execution of appropriate research.
LINGUISTICS ACROSS CULTURES-ROBERT LADO 1957
Contrastive Analysis-Tipa Thep-Ackrapong 2005
Error Analysis in SLA. An Investigation of Errors made by Polish Learners of English-Tom Keller
2016-04-13 Seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies Linguistics, grade: 3,0, Technical University of Braunschweig (Englisches Seminar), course: Second
Language Acquisition, language: English, abstract: In this paper I will investigate several language
productions from Polish learners using the English language and try to uncover their errors. Using Error
Analysis I will describe and explain the reasons for the error production. An interesting question will be
whether the Polish speakers may have typical errors which could be related to their native language. Due
to the numerous kinds of errors, it will be necessary to classify them and to relate them to certain reasons.
Furthermore there exists a difference between an error and a mistake. Its importance will be discussed
later on. Even though Error Analysis, initially offers helpful opportunities to investigate error production
in a structured way, it has several disadvantages which were criticized in past decades. In the end the
conclusion will give an overview of the contents and summary the handled topics. During the last several
decades linguists have investigated the way of acquiring a second language. Learners have several ways
of acquiring a language and the field of second language acquisition (SLA) tries to uncover and improve
them. When people try to learn a foreign language they produce a considerable amount of errors. These
errors have always been made in the learning process and will never cease to occur. During the complex
investigations of second language acquisition, linguists have focused on Error Analysis (EA) with its aim to
take a deeper look on learner production. Around the late 60`s this particular analysis was established
with an approach of Pit Corder. This system shows that errors should be investigated to understand and
also improve the linguists attempts of learning a second language. Typical questions which arise are why
learners make errors and what reasons do they have? Before Pit Corder, linguists used the Contrastive
Analysis (CA) which examines certain errors and refers to a particular connection between the first and
the second language. The differences between these two types of analysis will be examined in detail in the
following chapter. Several steps are needed to analyze various errors in language. Investigators have
developed procedures to collect, identify, describe, explain and lastly evaluate certain errors. These
certain steps will be described and underlined with certain examples.
Language Teaching Research and Language Pedagogy-Rod Ellis 2012-03-20 This book examines current
research centered on the second language classroom and the implications of this research for both the
teaching and learning of foreign languages. It offers illuminating insights into the important relationship
between research and teaching, and the inherent complexities of the teaching and learning of foreign
languages in classroom settings. Offers an accessible overview of a range of research on instruction and
learning in the L2 classroom Bridges the relationship between research, teachers, and learners Helps
evolve the practice of dedicated current language teachers with research findings that suggest best
practices for language teaching
Error Analysis and Interlanguage-Stephen Pit Corder 1981
Errors in English Pronunciation among Arabic Speakers-Mohamed Fathy Khalifa 2020-01-17 This book is a
contrastive analysis of Arabs’ errors in English pronunciation regarding segmentals—consonants,
consonant clusters, and vowels—and suprasegmentals—main word stress. It also explains the main
interlingual reasons behind these errors, and presents some teaching suggestions for surmounting them.
The findings show that the subjects substitute their own Arabic sounds for unfamiliar English ones,
producing incorrect English sounds. In addition, they apply Arabic main word stress rules instead of
English ones, producing incorrect English stress patterns. The book also shows that English sounds and
stress patterns that are both different and more marked than corresponding Arabic ones caused learning
difficulties for the subjects.
Principles of Language Learning and Teaching-H. Douglas Brown 1994
Contrastive Analysis-Carl James 1980
Bilinguality and Bilingualism-Blanc Michel Hamers Josiane 1989-02-16 The study of bilingualism - the
subject of this important textbook - is no longer exclusively an academic preoccupation but is a practical
necessity in today's multilingual world. Over the past decades, researchers from a wide range of
disciplines - linguistics, psychology, neurology and sociology - have been fragmented and often
inaccessible to students. Bilinguality and Bilingualism (a thoroughly revised and updated version of the
authors' textbook published in French) provides a comprehensive, critical review of current research,
focusing on the need for genuinely explanatory accounts and the development of satisfactory theoretical
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models. The book explores the way in which bilingualism develops in childhood or later, on its social,
neurological and psychological foundations, and on the social and cultural consequences of bilingualism. It
also explores the wider issues of languages in contact; both psycholinguistic research to language
teaching, translation and interpreting, and also language planning and policy-making. The
multidisciplinary material is deftly and logically organised to provide a refreshingly clear synthesis which
will be invaluable to students and also to specialists who want an up-to-date account of research in
different disciplines. It will also be an important reference work for language teachers and for
professionals involved in language planning and multilingual education.
Interlanguage Error Analysis: an Appropriate and Effective Pedagogy for Efl Learners in the Arab WorldMuhammad Khan Abdul Malik 2020-05-31 First of all the author wants to make it crystal clear that the
present work is of a great benefit both for the English and Arab learners of the target language either
Arabic or English. This edition of the book pinpoints previous researchers' findings regarding English and
Arabic phonological, morphological and syntactic similarities and differences and how all these differences
result in mistakes and errors by the Arab learners of English in their learning process. These mistakes or
errors are unconsciously or involuntarily made by Arab learners of English due to the differences between
the system and sub-systems of the two languages. The present attempt is the result of my realization as an
English language teacher as to how a teacher can minimize students difficulties in learning of English and
maximize their knowledge, skills and competency of English as a foreign or second language. This is the
first edition. The work is pedagogically oriented and primarily intended to make teaching-learning of
English as a foreign/second language a bit easy especially for the first-year university students of English
language in the Arab world: (Gulf area such as KSA, UAE, Kuwait, and the Middle East Area, such as
Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and so on). The focus is on phonetic and morpho-syntactic variations in Arabic and
English languages. This area of research becomes more interesting through the assumptions – (i)
information about the differences and similarities between Arabic and English language is to be supplied
at an early stage since this facilitates the students learning task, (ii) the differences are to be presented in
pedagogically suitable format, (iii) it is useful to separate and present phonetics, morphological and
syntactic categories as they function in suitable contexts and not merely abstract notions, (iv) before
students may tackle contrastive analysis, they should have basic knowledge of Arabic and English
languages similarities and differences and (v) pre-modification and post-modification of lexical and
syntactic structures are to be explained appropriately.
Contrasting Languages-Tomasz P. Krzeszowski 1990-01-01 TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS is a series of books
that open new perspectives in our understanding of language. The series publishes state-of-the-art work
on core areas of linguistics across theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide new insights by
building bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive science. TRENDS IN
LINGUISTICS considers itself a forum for cutting-edge research based on solid empirical data on
language in its various manifestations, including sign languages. It regards linguistic variation in its
synchronic and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social contexts as important sources of insight for a
better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and evolution of language.
TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as edited volumes,
which provide the opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical
viewpoints. High quality standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing.
JUSTICE AND HUMAN DIGNITY IN AFRICA-GMT EMEZUE
Research in Basic Writing-Michael G. Moran 1990 This reference handbook surveys research on the
central issue associated with the teaching of unprepared writers. Though basic writing has only been
recognized as a distinct area of teaching and research since 1975, the existing bibliographic texts already
seem limited due to their age or lack of annotation. This volume provides current and extensive
bibliographic essays and will help to define this new field of study for teachers and researchers. Following
an introduction that summarizes the origins and significant texts in basic writing, the book is divided into
three sections, Social Science Perspectives, Linguistic Perspectives, and Pedagogical Perspectives. The
first section, which contains three essays, views the field through the lens of social, psychological, and
political issues. The second section, also containing three essays, examines contributions made from
studies of grammar, dialects, and second-language acquisition. The third section, in its four essays,
focuses on the design, development, administration, and evaluation of basic writing courses, the use of
computers in basic writing classrooms, the role of the writing lab, and the preparation of basic writing
teachers. An appendix that reviews current textbooks for basic writing courses is also included, as well as
an index. This book will be a valuable resource for teachers of basic writing, in education courses and
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workshops that train teachers and tutors, and in fields such as linguistics, technical writing, and Teaching
English as a Second Language. It will also be an important addition to public and university libraries and
many education programs.
Resources in Education- 1976
Errors of Creativity-Xiao-ming Yang 2001 Errors of Creativity presents an in-depth analysis of both the
sources and characteristics of lexical errors committed by Chinese college students who major in English
language. Using theories of the semantic field and componential analysis as the theoretical basis, Errors
of Creativity gives new insight into the specific area of error analysis, as well as to the theory and practice
of L2 acquisition.
A Contrastive Analysis of the English and Nepali Past Tenses and an Error Analysis of Nepali Learners'
Use of the English Past Tenses-Anju Bhattrai 1999
Meaning and Relevance-Deirdre Wilson 2012-03-22 When people speak, their words never fully encode
what they mean, and the context is always compatible with a variety of interpretations. How can
comprehension ever be achieved? Wilson and Sperber argue that comprehension is a process of inference
guided by precise expectations of relevance. What are the relations between the linguistically encoded
meanings studied in semantics and the thoughts that humans are capable of entertaining and conveying?
How should we analyse literal meaning, approximations, metaphors and ironies? Is the ability to
understand speakers' meanings rooted in a more general human ability to understand other minds? How
do these abilities interact in evolution and in cognitive development? Meaning and Relevance sets out to
answer these and other questions, enriching and updating relevance theory and exploring its implications
for linguistics, philosophy, cognitive science and literary studies.
Routledge Encyclopedia of Language Teaching and Learning-Michael Byram 2013-06-26 The Routledge
Encyclopedia of Language Teaching and Learning is an authoritative reference dealing with all aspects of
this increasingly important field of study. Offering a comprehensive range of articles on contemporary
language teaching and its history, it has been produced specifically for language teaching professionals
and as a reference work for academic studies at postgraduate level. In this new edition, every single entry
has been reviewed and updated with reference to new developments and publications. Coverage has been
expanded to reflect new technological, global and academic developments, with particular attention to
areas such as online and distance learning, teacher and learner cognition, testing, assessment and
evaluation, global English and teacher education. Themes and disciplines covered include: Methods and
materials, including new technologies and materials development Contexts and concepts, such as
mediation, risk-taking in language learning and intercomprehension Influential figures from the early days
of language teaching to the contemporary Related disciplines, such as psychology, anthropology and
corpus linguistics? It covers the teaching of specific languages, including Japanese, Chinese, Arabic and
African languages, as well as English, French, German and Spanish. There are thirty five overview articles
dealing with issues such as communicative language teaching, early language learning, teacher education
and syllabus and curriculum design. A further 160 entries focus on topics such as bilingualism, language
laboratories and study abroad. Numerous shorter items examine language and cultural institutions,
professional associations and acronyms. Multiple cross-references enable the user to browse from one
entry to another, and there are suggestions for further reading. Written by an international team of
specialists, the Routledge Encyclopedia of Language Teaching and Learning is an invaluable resource and
reference manual for anyone with a professional or academic interest in the subject.
Reflective Teaching in Second Language Classrooms-Jack C. Richards 1994-03-25 This text introduces
techniques for teachers to explore their classroom experiences and for critical reflection on teaching
practices. This book introduces teachers to techniques for exploring their own classroom experiences.
Numerous books deal with classroom observation and research, but this is the first to offer a carefully
structured approach to self-observation and self-evaluation. Richards and Lockhart aim to develop a
reflective approach to teaching, one in which teachers collect data about their own teaching; examine
their attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions; and use the information they obtain as a basis for critical
reflection on teaching practices. Each chapter includes questions and activities appropriate for group
discussion or self-study.
Testing and Experimental Methods-John Patrick Brierley Allen 1977
An Analysis of the Grammatical Errors made by Grade 9 and 12 Pupils in English Composition WritingRabecca Tembo 2021-01-18 Master's Thesis from the year 2020 in the subject English Language and
Literature Studies - Linguistics, grade: 9 and 12, , course: Master of Arts in Linguistic Science, language:
English, abstract: This study has analysed the grammatical errors pupils make when writing English
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Compositions. This study paper aimed at investigating the grammatical errors committed by grade 9 and
12 pupils in English compositions. The study had the overall goal of identifying the kind of grammatical
rules the pupils break. These errors hinder learners from understanding the language and sometimes
block or slow down communication. The objectives of the study were: 1. to discover types of grammatical
errors that learners make when writing compositions and 2. to discuss rules that were broken for pupils to
commit such errors. The research design was a mixed method design which involved both qualitative and
quantitative methodologies. Its targeted population was twenty-five (25) teachers of English and one
hundred (100) grade 9 and 12 pupils from five selected secondary schools. Random sampling technique
was used to arrive at Pupils to be included in the sample. Data for this research was collected using semistructured interviews and written composition scripts. The compositions were marked with the help of
other language teachers. Data was analysed and presented thematically using tables, graphs and
discussions of findings. Composition scripts from the pupils were analyzed by looking at the types of
errors made. The findings of the research revealed that the common grammar errors committed by
secondary school pupils in Petauke District are: Verb tense, subject- verb agreement, pronoun, spellings,
word order, and use of articles, double negative, preposition, and wrong word. It was also discovered that
Pupils break grammar rules to make grammatical errors. The findings of this research may inform
educators and language material developers about the grammatical errors pupils make and the rules they
break to make such errors. The findings might also serve as guidance to teachers on how to assist learners
to become better sentence writers. Ultimately, the project ends with conclusion and recommendations.
Introducing Second Language Acquisition-Muriel Saville-Troike 2012-04-05 A clear and practical
introduction to second language acquisition, written for students encountering the topic for the first time.
Second Language Acquisition-Susan M. Gass 2001 This book is a thorough revision of the highly
successful text first published in 1994. The authors retain the multidisciplinary approach that presents
research from linguistics, sociology, psychology, and education, in a format designed for use in an
introductory course for undergraduate or graduate students. The research is updated throughout and
there are new sections and chapters in this second edition as well. New chapters cover child language
acquisition (first and second), Universal Grammar, and instructed language learning; new sections
address issues, such as what data analysis doesn't show, replication of research findings, interlanguage
transfer (multilingual acquisition and transfer), the aspect hypothesis, general nativism, connectionist
approaches, and implicit/explicit knowledge. Major updates include nonlanguage influences and the
lexicon. The workbook, Second Language Learning Data Analysis, Second Edition, makes an ideal
accompaniment to the text.
Seeing Through Multilingual Corpora-Stig Johansson 2007-01-01 Through electronic corpora we can
observe patterns which we were unaware of before or only vaguely glimpsed. The availability of
multilingual corpora has led to a renewal of contrastive studies. We gain new insight into similarities and
differences between languages, at the same time as the characteristics of each language are brought into
relief. The present book focuses on the work in building and using the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus
and the Oslo Multilingual Corpus. Case studies are reported on lexis, grammar, and discourse. A
concluding chapter sums up problems and prospects of corpus-based contrastive studies, including
applications in lexicography, translator training, and foreign-language teaching. Though the main focus is
on English and Norwegian, the approach should be of interest more generally for corpus-based contrastive
research and for language studies in general. Seeing through corpora we can see through language.
New Frontiers in Second Language Learning-John H. Schumann 1976
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